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User Logon

To login to JT Lite double click the icon on the desktop and insert your User and Password.
Your User Name will show on the bottom of the screen once logged in.

Registration
The installer usually assists with the registration process. If you have just installed Jarrison Time, you will need to complete the
registration details in order to receive an activation code from your supplier.
To do this click on ‘No’ from the initial popup screen, and then click on ‘Setup’, then ‘Registration’ from the menu bar. You will need to
send the details via email to your supplier. Once the activation codes have been received you can enter them by clicking ‘Yes’ from the
initial screen or ‘Activate’ from the Registration screen. Any further changes made to registration details will render the licence inactive.
However if you upgrade the licence by increasing the devices, employees, or users, only the user who will actually add the extra
employees , users or devices will need to be relicensed with new activation codes. It is also necessary to obtain new licence codes
around the time of annual licence expiry. More info on Registration can be found in the Installation manual.
If the system is not licenced or is going to expire the below message will be displayed automatically to users when they login.

Clicking ‘Yes’ will proceed to the next screen. Clicking ‘No’ will continue the login.
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.
Then ‘Send Information’ which will generate an email (if the PC has email) and attach all the necessary information ready to be sent to
your supplier. If the PC has no email setup you can ‘Save File’ from the registration window in the software and email that file from a PC
with email, to your supplier.
Once the activation codes are sent you can ‘Activate’ or ‘Continue’ into Jarrison Time if the licence has not yet expired. Activation from
within Jarrison at any time is via ‘Action’ on the menu bar, ‘Activate’.
Clicking ‘Continue’ will continue the login into Jarrison.

Employees
To modify or view employee information you will work in the Employee Details window. To open this window click on ‘View’ then
‘Employees’ from the menu bar, or the icon on the toolbar.
To add an employee click ‘Add’, then enter employee number, name and surname. All other fields are optional. When adding an
employee, he or she will be assigned default selections. It is recommended to enter correct information into many fields, as grouping
according to multiple fields will be made easier later. Employees can also be grouped according to their hire, termination and birth dates.
Note: Employee numbers cannot be duplicated.
To delete an employee, ensure that the employee you want to delete is selected and then click ‘Delete’. A confirmation message will
appear. It is recommended that employees have service ended rather than deleted, as their records will still be available and retrievable
for future use. Ended-service employees can be included or excluded from the employee list using the ‘Employee Sequence’ option,
explained later. A terminated employee can be re-instated if he/she returns to the company. Once ‘End Service’ is chosen an employee
can be marked ‘Do Not Rehire’ which will indicate that the person is not welcome back in the company (administrator override would be
required to add them back).
If the clockings are being retrieved from an access control system, it will be better to add employees in the access control system. When
importing the clockings, Jarrison Time will be able to add the employees (using the name, surname and employee number) automatically
or one by one.
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If you wish to keep photos of employees you have two options: if you already have photos you can click ‘Browse’ and load the image
from file, or if you have a web camera setup you can click the webcam icon and capture a photo that way.
If you wish to keep photos of employees you have two options: if you already have photos you can click ‘Browse’ and load the image
from file, or if you have a web camera setup you can click the webcam icon and capture a photo that way (launch Jarrison as
Administrator for this functionality). Photos can also be uploaded in bulk, from ‘Import’, ‘Employee Photos from File’. To use this feature
each photo file’s name should match the employee number of the employee in Jarrison. Right-clicking on a photo will allow the photo to
be rotated.
Adding Departments, Occupations, Companies, and Sites
It is a good idea to populate the Department, Class, Occupation, Company and Site fields with information before you add your
employees. Then assign each employee to his/her relevant detail. This is important as groups of employees may be established later on
using these characteristics during reporting. You can change these names, explained in the Configuration manual, for example one could
change ‘Occupation’ to ‘Function’.
To add a Department, Class, Occupation, Company or Site; click ‘Setup’ from the menu bar and then ‘Employee Fields’. Then select
Department, Class, Occupation, Company or Site and click ‘Add’.
Enter the name and short name (short names are used later in reports).
These entries can be deleted and modified from the same window.
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These fields can be set to become date driven, from the Labels tab, reached from ‘Setup’ on the menu and then ‘Custom Fields’. Place
a check in the box under Use Dates next to each field (e.g. Occupation in the image below).

If date-driven options are applied, the currently assigned option will be displayed on the Details tab of Employee Details, while the option
to change it will appear in the Personal2 tab. Changing the assigned option works the same way as applying a Shift Pattern or Pay
Group.
Displayed label for Occupation:
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Assignment option for Occupation:

Reports pulled for this employee up until 1 January 2021 would reflect the Occupation as being Cleaner, after that date Occupation
would reflect as Maintenance. The display label on the Details tab updates similarly.
Personal
On the Personal1 tab, there are fields available to store extra information for each employee. There are additional Custom fields, for any
information that might pertain to your company or site. These can be created and modified in the Employees Fields tab of the ‘Custom
Fields’ window from ‘Setup’ on the menu bar, explained in the Configuration Manual.
The email address can be used to send automatic email reports directly to the employees, similarly an SMS (text message) report can be
sent to cell phone numbers. NB: The cell number must have a +27 (country code) prefix. Multiple numbers must be separated by a semicolon (;). You can assign an employee to a supervisor by selecting the Supervisor’s Name. The employee may be marked as a
supervisor if the Supervisor check box is selected. Then they will appear in the ‘Supervisors Name’ list.
You can widen the Employee Details window, then size each panel using the slider bar in the middle of the large window, shown below
by blue arrows.

Additional Personal tabs will appear if date-driven or additional custom fields are added from ‘Setup’, ‘Custom Fields’, Labels tab.
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Reminders

A reminder can be created for an upcoming event for any employee, from the Reminders tab. To do this, search for the employee, open
Employee Details and click on ‘Add Reminder’ in the Reminders tab. Select the due date for the event and then select the reminder
type from the list of ‘Standard Reminders’. If the reminder is not in the standard reminders list you can select ‘Custom’ and then
describe the reminder in the ‘Comments’ field.
To add reminders to the standard list, go to ‘Setup’ on the menu bar and click ‘Standard Reminders’ and then the ‘Add’ button.
If a reminder will occur on a regular basis for the employee, you can make it re-occur automatically (JT will add the reminder again once it
is acknowledged). JT will list the reminder in the Reminders window, up to the number of days set here. The reminder will stay listed in
the Reminders window until it is acknowledged (either in the Reminders window or here by deselecting the ‘Active’ box).
If a reminder is not acknowledged and ‘Remove from Device’ is selected, the employee will be removed from devices (made Inactive)
by the Device Engine on the due date. This will only work where JT communicates directly with devices.
If you select ‘Email Notification to employee’, a reminder will be sent to the employee using the address entered in the Personal1 tab. If
you select ‘Email Notification to Address/es’ or ‘SMS Notification’ the Device Engine will email or SMS the reminder to the email
address/s or cell phone number/s entered ,every day at the set time until the reminder is acknowledged unless ‘Acknowledge after
notification’ is selected, then it will just email or SMS the reminder once.

Reminders Window
All reminders which are due (or overdue) are listed in this reminders window. The icon on the menu bar will indicate to the user if any
reminders are due. Select any reminder/s, then click ‘Acknowledge’ or ‘Postpone’. ‘Acknowledge’ will set the reminder to ‘Not Active’
in the employee window where the history is kept. If you ‘Postpone’ the selected reminder/s it will change the due date into the future and
is listed again, according to the ‘Warn before’ number of days before the due date. Reminders are created in the Employee Details
window. Commonly used (regular) reminders can be created in the ‘Standard Reminders’ window, accessed under the ‘Setup’ menu
item.
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Right-clicking anywhere within the window will present a context menu which allows for postponement or acknowledgement of reminders,
or allows Employee Detail fields to be added as columns in the window.

Misc
There is a Misc tab which contains the Notes facility for adding any text notes you wish to keep stored for each employee. Simply enter
text and click ‘Save’. These notes can be viewed at any stage from this window.
NB: These notes can be edited by any user with access to Employee Details.
Also note that the keyboard shortcut <Control><s> will save as well, and is available on any screen that has a Save button.

The Holiday Calendar to be applied to the employee can also be selected here. By default, employees are placed on the South African
holiday calendar scheme. More can be added from ‘Setup’, ‘Public Holidays’.
Documents
Files may be uploaded and attached to employee profiles. Any type of file may be added.

A ‘Document Type’ may be selected, to categorize the file. Document types can be added or removed by going to ‘Setup’, ‘Document
Types’.
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To add a file click ‘Add Document’ and browse to the file you wish to add. Comments may be added in the Comments field, and a date
can be applied. Then click ‘Save’.
To remove a file, select it and click ‘Delete Document’, then ‘Save’.
An existing file can be replaced by clicking ‘Replace’.
‘Export to Excel’ will send the listing details of uploaded documents into Excel.
Clicking ‘View Document’ will attempt to open the file using the application Windows associates with the file type.
Access
The Access tab has two further sub-tabs, Enrollment and Access Group.
The Enrollment tab is where fingerprint capturing takes place, the Access Group assigns device access to individuals and determines zone sequencing
and anti-passback if these options are enabled in the system. The Device Engine will remove and/or add the employee’s templates from/to the readers per
settings on this tab. The Access tab will not appear if no devices have been licensed for the user.

The best way to enroll an employee’s fingerprints is to ensure that their fingers are clean and dry, and then ask the employee to add some
facial oil onto their finger. This can be done by wiping their finger anywhere on their face (the forehead also works well). This makes the
print bolder for the enrollment process. Now click on the circle above the desired finger to scan. Depending on enrollment configuration,
the employee may have to present his or her finger several times.
With Morpho readers the enrollment must be done on two fingers. It is recommend to use the index, middle or ring finger as the small
finger has less surface area for the system to read, but if need be it can still work. Select at least two of the enrolled fingers to be the
“clocking” fingers by clicking in the small check box. These will be the two fingerprint templates that are sent to the device/s. Either of the
two enrolled fingers can be used on the fingerprint readers to clock.
The fingerprint symbol will be dark grey for an enrolled finger, light grey for no enrollment and green for the active clocking fingers.
Fingerprints can be re-captured if need be, without affecting the existing details. Hover over the circles to see the enrolled date and quality
(note that imported fingerprints and certain manufacturer models may not display enrolled date and quality. If you have Mifare card
readers on Morpho (Sagem) devices, you may select ‘Use Mifare Card’ and JT will use a card as opposed to fingerprints for that
particular employee.
The ‘Device Message’ field allows a custom message to be displayed on devices for this individual. (Only for Sigma devices.)

The Device Brand dropdown list will allow you to select the brand you wish to enroll for if more than one manufacturer of biometric clocking device is in the
system.

Some biometric devices can cater for a tag and/or pin with a ‘Type’ of enrollment too. If such options are available on the device/s
Jarrison Time will allow you to allocate a PIN and/or tag to the employee.
Depending on the device it may also be possible (and indeed advisable) to set users as device administrators.
In the next image the ‘Show enrollment reader’ option has been enabled from System Configuration, and the ‘ZK4000’ has been
selected as the enrollment device.
Also present are Tag No and Pin fields, and the drop-down box that allows administrator privilege to be set.
The manufacturer is set to ZK where above it is set to Morpho/Sigma.
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For some models that allow for it e.g. ZKTeco Speedface the screen will appear slightly differently, and display any imported photo
(“Bioimage”) taken by a compatible device.

Then go to Access Group to apply the Access Groups that the person will belong to for the specified durations.
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Click ‘Add Group’ to choose from the list of access groups that have been configured.
Clicking the Plus button next to the Valid to date field will set the Valid to date forward according to the
value set for the Configuration, System, Misc, Access Group Change setting (see Configuration
manual for more info). Right-clicking a Plus button will produce a menu of date setting options, per image
to the right.
Unnecessary access groups can be removed by selecting and clicking ‘Delete Group’.

Ensure that the tick box for ‘Active’ is selected for the person to be added to the designated readers. If unchecked the person will not be
added to any readers and all access will be denied.
If any fingerprints are not successfully sent to a device, an entry will be present in the Template Transfer Errors window, found under the
‘Access’ menu option, and also indicated by an exclamation icon in the status bar. Double-click an entry to go directly to the employee,
and then re-enroll the employee. The same information will also show on the Enrollment tab, next to Details (green text in above image).
If there was an error the text will change colour. Clicking on the text will present menu shortcuts.

Right-clicking on the line (or any of the labels) presents an option to remove and then resend the employee’s templates to devices.

The Status line above advises on whether the employee is still in the queue or has been transferred to devices.
If cards are enabled an employee may use a card on the fingerprint reader (if it has Mifare functionality and has been configured). Place
the card on the USB encoder and select ‘Write Card’. To read a card select ‘Read Card’.
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Fingerprint Search and Matching (Morpho)
If you have a Sagem MSO300 with the ‘Ident’ licence embedded (or Ident dongle) and employees who have been enrolled for Morpho
readers, then ‘Matching’ will be possible. With ‘Matching’ enabled JT will search through all existing fingerprints for a match during the
enrollment. The same finger cannot be enrolled for a different person. This will prevent “ghost” employees or any person being enrolled
twice on the system. In addition to matching you can search for employees in the list by scanning the employees’ fingerprints.
To enable this option, click on ‘Access’ then ‘Fingerprint Matching’ from the menu bar. To search for an employee from his/her
fingerprint click on ‘Access’ then the employee search window from the ‘Access’ menu. Click on ‘Scan’ and place the employee’s finger
on the MSO as if you were enrolling an employee. If the employee has been enrolled in Jarrison Time, terminated or not, their details will
be shown in the search window. The details to show on this screen can be configured in the .ini file. There are 12 boxes on this window to
display information. The first two boxes on the top will always be the ‘Employee Number’ and ‘Name’. The rest of the box (from 3 – 12) will
use the entries from the .ini. If you only want Employee Number, Name and Department, then all you need in the .ini file is
“Search1=Department”. All possible entries to show in this ‘Fingerprint Search’ window are listed below.
Department
Class
Occupation
Company
ID Number
Hire Date
Shift
Pay Group
Custom1
Custom2
Custom3
Custom4
Custom5
Custom6
Custom7
Custom8
Custom9
Custom10
Access Group 1
Access Group 2
Access Group 3
Access Group 4

Search1=Department
Search2=Custom7
Search3=Company
Search4=Shift
Search5=Pay Group
Search6= Access Group 1
Entries in the jarrison.ini file used to create the view
below
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Employee List
On the toolbar, there is a dropdown list of employees, as shown below:

The employee that you select will become the Active employee, and all actions will be applied to that particular employee E.g. Reports
and Manual Adjustments. To navigate to the next employee click the forward arrow (or push F9 on the keyboard), and similarly to go back
to a previous employee click the back arrow (or push F8 on the keyboard).
To select all of the employees in the list (for a report or file export etc.) you can select the first item in the list (or push F7 on the
keyboard). The list will look like this:

To Search for a particular employee (F3), you can type any part of their Name, Surname or Employee number in the search bar.

Only employees matching the search will be included in the list. The more letters typed in the search bar, the more refined the list
becomes. Double-clicking in the search field will clear it.
The total number of employees, and the position in the list at any given moment, is shown in the status bar (see section on Status bar for
more).
Employee Sequence

Click on ‘Setup’, ‘Employee List’ then ‘Employee Sequence’ to open the window. In this window one can change how the employees
are listed in the employee list. You can select between Name, Employee Number or Department as the list sequence. The Name Format
option selects either name or surname as the first item to display. You can choose to include or exclude Terminated employees here.
You can also include and exclude terminated employees from the ‘View’ menu directly.

Export Employees
Employees can be imported and exported, from both Jarrison Time and JT Lite software. To export the employee shown in the employee
list, click ‘File’ then ‘Export Employee’ from the menu bar, then select To Email or To File option. If you export to file option, you will
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need to browse to the desired export location first (this location is stored for next export). If you select the To Email option, you have the
option of typing in the email recipient’s address in the same window (this too will be stored for next export).If you wish to export all
employees in the list you will need to select the Zip option as adding too many attachments in an email is not possible.

Import Employees
To import an employee which has been exported from another site, click on ‘File’ then ‘Import Employee’ from the menu bar, then
browse for the .jte files or .zip file. If you are importing from the GreenBox, GreenForm import format, you will need to browse for the
entire folder created for the exported employee. When importing from GreenForm a photo is displayed before importing. Once imported
you can select the correct department etc., then click ‘Save’ and the employee details will be included as usual in your system.
To have the GreenForm’s banking details imported into JT, you will need to have the custom fields labelled exactly
‘Bank Name’, ‘Branch Code’, ‘Bank Acc Nr’ and ‘Acc Holder’. Then JT will import from the ‘BANK_NAME’, ‘BRANCH_CODE’,
‘BANK_ACC_NR’ and ‘ACC_HOLDER’ fields from the XML file in the GreenForm’s folder.

Filters
Filters are used to create and make use of specific groups of employees, based on their individual characteristics in the Employee
Details window.
Create a Filter
1. Click on ‘View’ then ‘Filters’ from the menu bar, or click the filter icon on the toolbar.
2. Click ‘Create’ to open the Create Filter window.
3. Select the characteristic you would like to group employees by, in the Characteristics list. (E.g. Department)
4. This will now list all of the existing types of that characteristic, in the middle block.
5. Click on the desired Departments from the middle block, a tick will appear in the box and the employees matching the selection will be
listed in the Employees list on the right.
6. To filter according to further characteristics, simply repeat from step 3.
7. To save the filter for future use, type a name for your new filter in the ‘Name’ field at the bottom of the window, then click ‘Save’.
Otherwise you can click ‘Use’, to use the filter temporarily without saving.
8. Before saving, choose ‘Private’ or ‘Public’. Private filters will only be available to the current user; public filters will be available to all
users.
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Load/Unload a Filter
1. Click on ‘View’ then ‘Filters’ from the menu bar.
2. Double click the desired filter or select and click ‘Load’. This will insert all employees matching the filter conditions into the employee
list. The employee list will now only allow all employees in the filter to be selected, as opposed to all employees in list.

3. To unload a filter, click on ‘Unload’, this will put ALL employees back into the
list.
4. The filter currently loaded is in the status bar next to the filter icon.

5. More than one filter can be loaded at a time. To do
this, as in the image below, simply place a tick in the box
next to each filter you want to load and click ‘Load’. The
status bar will indicate more than one filter has been
applied, as below.

Editing a Filter
1. Click on ‘View’ then ‘Filters’ from the menu bar.
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2. Click ‘Edit’, the Edit Filter window will open.
3. Modify the filter in the same manner as creating a filter.
4. The ‘Reset’ button will clear all conditions set and allow you to start over.

Status Bar
There are various status bar items which offer current information to you.
Device Engine Status (Purple - Engine not running) (Red - All Devices Offline) (Green - All Devices Online) (Orange - Some
Devices Offline)
The same colouring code is used on the Device Engine icon on the toolbar, found on the far right of the bar, and the system tray icon.

User logged in

JT version

User filter
Database name

Company
Name

Licence expiry date

Employee filter
Number of employees in the list

Routine Activities
Import Clockings
Click on ‘Action‘, then ‘Import Clockings‘ from the menu bar. You can choose a Date Range or Specific Log Files to have clockings reimported.
The system will collect the clockings then calculate the daily totals according to each employee’s shift rules.
After the import a summary is displayed, showing number of clockings and date range imported. In some cases the Device Engine will
collect the transactions automatically and this step need not be conducted.

Backups
There is an option to automatically run the back up on a daily basis. If this has been activated the backup will be run automatically when
the user logs out of the system. The Device Engine, if running, may also be configured to perform the daily backup, keeping only the
latest E.g. 3 weeks of backup files.
To make a backup of the data manually, simply click on ‘Action‘, ‘Backup Database‘ from the menu bar. You will have the option to do a
Standard JTime, ZIP and Email JTime, Supplementary, Full System, or Backup to Specified Location.
The zipped backup will reduce the size of the backup file, which is recommended.
The zip and email feature enables you to send the backup file off site to a secure location via email.
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Export Clockings
Click on ‘File‘ and then ‘Export Clockings‘ from the menu bar.
JT Lite will export all New clockings for the people selected in the employee list. You can also send via email, JT Lite will store the email
address selected for next export. If the clockings get lost you can always re-export the clockings.

Maintenance
Multiple Actions allow you to change multiple employees’ details at once. To do this, first group the employees using a filter, as described
in the Filters section, then select ‘Multiple Actions‘ from the menu.
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Multiple Activate / Deactivate
Multiple activate and deactivate allows you to change whether or not an employee or group of employees fingerprints are active or not.

Multiple Access Group Change
The Multiple Access Group Change allows you to change multiple employees’ access groups at once. The ‘Add New Access Group’
option will add an access group for each employee. ‘Update Existing Access Group’ will allow selection of an existing access group to
replace. If you wish to change the From and To dates as well, then simply select and change them.
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Reports
JT Lite has a built-in report creator where all reports are configured. These are usually setup during installation and the configuration
thereof is beyond the scope of this manual. Below is a list of standard reports, which are usually included during installation. To print a
report, firstly select the person or group of people by loading a filter as required, and then select the report from the list on the left. Select
the date range, then click ‘Preview’ to view report on screen before printing, otherwise select Printer and click ‘Print‘ to print immediately.
To report on specific devices only, click on ‘Select Devices’ and select each device in the list on the left.
You can also print to Excel from here.
If you do not wish to print to the default printer, then click ‘Select Printer’ and choose the printer you wish to print to.

Automatic Reports
Automatic reports are processed then emailed by the Device Engine and configured in JT via ‘Setup’, ’Planned Events’. Please do not
forget to ask the administrator for assistance in setting up the SMTP details in the ’Setup’, ‘System Configuration’, ’System’,
Notifications tab. To add an automatic report click on ’Add’ then select the following options:
Event Type - Email Report, SMS Report, Import Clockings, Email Reminders and File Export.
Report - The report to email.
Filter - Group of people to be included in the report.
Email to - You have to enter at least one email address. To list many recipients separate the addresses with a semi-colon (;).
CC - There is also an optional Copy to (CC) line if necessary.
BCC - There is also an optional Blind Copy to (BCC) line if necessary.
Start Time - The time that the Device Engine will start processing the email. If the Device Engine is not running during this time
no email will be sent. It does not store a list of emails to be sent.
Import Clockings first - This will put an entry in the queue to import clockings before running the report.
Reporting Period - This can be Current, Last, Today, Yesterday or Last 7 days periods.
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Recurrence
Weekly - if selected then you have the option to select any combination of days in the week.
Monthly - if selected then you can select a particular date which occurs in the month or the first or last weekday occurring in the month.

Report Creator
The Report Creator is used to create or edit reports as per your requirements. To open Report Creator click ’Setup’ then ’Report
Creator’. Click ’Add’ or select the report to edit, from the list on the left. You will be presented with three tabs. If you are unfamiliar with
the Report Creator, it is advised to click ‘Copy‘ which creates an exact duplicate of the selected report, and then alterations can be made
without affecting the original. Once the new report is producing the desired results, one can delete the original. To test the results, run the
report while the Report Creator is still open.

General
Name – name of the report will appear in the list on the left.
Title - will appear at the top of the report.
Portrait - vertical page layout.
Landscape - horizontal on the page (when a report is required to show many different details, it might be necessary to print in landscape
to fit them on the page).
Print Border - if selected will print a rectangular border around the entire page of the report.
Page Per person - if selected, will only print one person’s details on a page. However if the details exceed the space on one page, JT
Lite will split the report onto multiple pages, but not combine two people’s details onto the same page. This option is usually selected
when employees receive a printout of their timesheet. However to save paper, it is recommended to leave this deselected. (JT Lite will not
split a person’s details over two pages unless the details exceed the space on the page)
Use Employee Header - option is only available with daily reports. If it is selected JT Lite will allow for six possible options to be selected
as the header information per employee. One can change the options selected from the list, as well as their position on the report. JT Lite
also shows an example of the font selected for the header information, in the Header Info Font example line. To change the font, click
’Change Font’ and select the desired font, size and style.
Information Bar - is printed at the top of the report just beneath the fixed information right at the top (Company Name, Report Title and
the Date and Time that the report was run). Date Range, Filter Name, Operator and Page number can be printed (or not), at the top or
bottom of the page. Selecting the appropriate boxes in the Information Bar can construct this information.
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Details
The details of the report are listed from top to bottom in this and represent columns in the report from left to right. Each item (Column)
added to the report has its own settings associated with it, and are independent from the other items. To show or edit an item’s settings,
click on the item and the settings will show in the Item Details frame at the bottom.
To add an item to the report, click the ‘Add Item‘ button and then complete the details as follows:
Field - is the kind of information required from JT, and can be selected from the dropdown list. This list is broken down into
General information (Dates, clockings etc.), Time Categories, Counters and Employee attributes (Names, Departments, Pay
Groups, etc.).
Format - dates have different formats and Names would have a text format.
Alignment - selected will print the values accordingly (left, right or center) in the report column.
Length - of the column is measured as horizontal size and not as characters.
Caption - column name.
Vertical Line - will be printed on the right hand side of the column, if selected.
Print Trigger - item/s will prompt JT Lite to print the information to the report. Each report needs at least one trigger. JT Lite will
print all of the columns if one of the trigger items has an existent value (not empty or zero).
Columns can be moved Left or Right on the report using the Up and Down arrows. Click on the item, and then click on the arrow button
on the right-hand side of the screen.

Totals
JT Lite will sort the employees on the report according to the Sort Order and Sub Totals configuration. There are three different sort
levels and optional sub-totals for each sort level. As in the example below, JT Lite will print each department, with all employees assigned
to that department, in alphabetical order. Then all employees within each department will be sorted alphabetically according to their
Name.
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Reminders
All reminders which are due (or overdue) are listed in this Reminders window. The icon on the icon bar of JT Lite will indicate to the user if
any reminders are due. Select any reminder/s and then click ‘Acknowledge‘ or ‘Postpone‘.‘Acknowledge‘ will set the reminder to Not
Active in the employee window where the history is kept. If you click ‘Postpone‘ on the selected reminder/s it will change the due date
into the future and only be listed again The set number of days before the due date. Reminders are created in the Employee Details
window. Regular reminders can be created in the ‘Setup‘, ‘Standard Reminders‘.

I/O Register
The In/Out register is used to show which employees are currently in or out according to marked devices. Click on ‘View‘, ‘I/O Register‘
from the menu bar to open this window. You can select a specific field e.g. Department by which to filter the employees. The register will
also only include employees who are currently in the employee list. These employees can be displayed in Employee Number or Name
sequence. They can also be filtered according to their In/Out status: All (In and out), In Only, Out Only or No Clocking which will be
displayed as Out.
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Clocking List
The Clocking List is used to show all clockings from the selected devices for all the employees in the list. Enter the dates and times
required in the Date Range. The clockings with their details can be sorted by clicking the top of the column (Column Header) and
exported to Excel, or printed directly to the default printer.

Device Engine
The Device Engine is a service application which runs independently to Jarrison Time, and runs in the background on one designated
computer. It is used to manage and monitor all communications to all of the devices linked to Jarrison Time and to perform background
tasks like automatic emails, backups and all other planned events.
All devices, which are in correct working order (powered on and accessible through the network), are displayed in blue and have ‘On Line’
as their description. Any device which is not connected to the network or has no power, will be displayed in red and show ‘Off Line’ as the
current status.
The Device Engine icon will also have green waves if all devices are online, red waves if all devices are offline and orange waves if at
least one device is offline while others remain online. The icon will have blue waves if the Device Engine is not running. If any unit is
offline, please contact the network administrator or your supplier, as no clockings or employee updates will be possible with offline
devices.
Right-clicking on the icon will allow starting or stopping of the service, or updating if it has become unsynchronized (colours).
Device Action Monitor
Since the Device Engine runs as a service it has no direct interface, however its activities can be seen from ‘Access’, ‘Device Action
Monitor’. This provides snapshots of what the engine is busy with at any given time. Note that the user machine’s time needs to be
synchronized with the server time in order for the Monitor to reflect accurately.

You can set the display to only show devices from a specific area by selecting the Area. To enable the Area selection box, right-click on
the icon in the system tray and select ‘Show Areas’.

Note that if a ZK device has become unresponsive after successive communication attempts, the engine will suspend further attempts
until the device is manually reset by right-clicking on it.

Upgrading JT Lite
Automatically from JT Lite software:
Click on ‘Help’, ‘Upgrade’, ‘Check the web for available updates’. You will need to have all users signed out of JT Lite. If an upgrade is
available, you can download it. JT Lite will download it into the system, close JT Lite then begin the upgrade. All users who sign in after
the download will be prompted to upgrade automatically i.e. only one user needs to upgrade. If the Device Engine is still running during
and after the upgrade, it will prompt the user to restart. If no update is necessary you will see the following message:
Manually from the Web
You can upgrade JT Lite from the web site www.jarrison.net. You will need to have all users signed out of JT Lite and the Engine should
be stopped.
Click on the latest version in the top left-hand corner and select open. It should open a window as below.
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Save the file then open in Winzip and run Setup.

Close the WinZip window upon completion.

Manually from the downloaded file
This upgrade method is only necessary for multiple users who do not have sufficient access to the internet. You will need to have the
latest upgrade file available to load into the system. To download it from the Internet, navigate to the Downloads area at www.jarrison.net,
right-click on the latest version and select ‘Save Target As’, then save the file to your computer. It can be saved on the desktop or in My
Documents or a flash drive etc.
In JT Lite click on ‘Help‘, then ‘Upgrade‘,‘Load Upgrade from existing file‘, browse to the saved WinZip file and select Open. JT Lite will
load the file into the system. Each time a user signs into JT Lite, JT Lite checks for any updates in the system and will begin the install
process if a newer version is present. Each user should follow the default options (Next, Next, Next, Close) until the latest version is
installed on their PC.
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